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INTRODUCTION 

We have recently emerged from truly desperate 5mes. With the global COVID-19 pandemic largely in our 
rear-view mirror, it is surprisingly difficult to look back and clearly recall how, for what felt like an eternity, 
our freedoms were shelved while we waited for a vaccine that would solve all our problems. There is no 
need to replay the details of that collec5ve desire for a technological fix—you have likely done that with 
loved ones during countless post-pandemic get-togethers. But it is worth recalling, for the purpose of the 
argument we make in this paper, that even in those most desperate 5mes we clung to a set of principled 
prac5ces designed to help us find safe vaccines that we knew with some certainty posed few enough risks 
to individuals that we considered them acceptable to release for widespread use. 

That we would have considered it grossly irresponsible to perform safety tes5ng on candidate vaccines (or 
other candidate pharmaceu5cals) aLer, or in parallel with, releasing them for widespread use, is a 
testament to the hard-won gains we have made in medical ethics in the past fiLy odd years. Our 
understanding of the safety-cri+cal nature of molecular technologies—the fact that using them poses 
significant risks to people’s physical and/or mental health—is at the core of that principle. Coupled with 
histories of irreparable, oLen shameful, harms delivered to masses of trus5ng and unsuspec5ng people 
at scale, we have developed rigorous ethical tes5ng and repor5ng protocols to gate the release and 
subsequent widespread use of those technologies. We are right to have done so, and ought to keep a 
watchful vigilant eye on the gates that protect us. 

In this paper we argue that some robo5cs and ar5ficial intelligence (RAI) applica5ons are safety-cri5cal in 
the same sense that some molecular technologies, such as vaccines, are safety-cri5cal. Put plainly, we 
know that some RAI applica5ons pose inherent risks to people’s physical and/or mental wellbeing. Yet, in 
our current technological milieu, safety-cri5cal RAI technologies are regularly and commonly tested at 
scale, in public, on trus5ng and unsuspec5ng people, with few or no protec5ons in place to ensure public 
safety. We have good reason to ques5on these commonplace tes5ng prac5ces and ask how we can do 
beTer. 

Principles we have developed in bioethics to govern safety tes5ng for safety-cri5cal molecular 
technologies and other experimental medical interven5ons have served us well in their respec5ve 
domains. Thus, we argue further that we can, and ought to, borrow and apply some tes5ng and repor5ng 
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principles from bioethics to RAI, to make RAI tes5ng safer and more trustworthy for the public. Namely, 
we argue that tes5ng safety-cri5cal RAI in public should, at a minimum: 1) involve more robust informed 
consent that alerts unsuspec5ng par5cipants to the fact that they are the subjects of technological 
experiments that undeniably expose them to harm; 2) adopt the equivalent of a “provision of standard of 
care” requirement to ensure exis5ng technological safeguards remain in place to protect human subjects; 
and, 3) include more robust adverse event repor5ng to support public scru5ny, informed consent 
prac5ces, and experiment termina5on prac5ces. 

Our argument is not a call for randomized control trials (RCTs) for RAI, nor is it a call for imposing onerous 
pre-release tes5ng on all RAI developers. It is also not a call to treat RAI as equivalent to molecular 
technologies in all applica5ons. Our argument is a call to recognize the similari5es between two sets of 
technologies and ask why it is that we adhere to principles (even in our most desperate 5mes) to protect 
test subjects from harm in one case, and not in the other. It proposes three tried and tested principles that 
could help protect those people who are currently at risk of harm. 

DEFINING SAFETY-CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY 

Why introduce the no5on of a “safety-cri5cal” technology? Surely, one might fairly assume, engineers and 
computer scien5sts are adequately focused on safety when they design RAI applica5ons. Indeed, they are 
very focused on safety. We do not wish to suggest that technologists wantonly disregard people’s safety. 
Yet, despite their regular focus on safety, the current opera5onalized technological concep5ons of 
“safety”—the scope of the term, and the prac5ces it engenders, which developed within professional and 
sociotechnical contexts—do not consistently an5cipate, acknowledge, or adequately prevent the full 
range of harms posed by current RAI innova5on prac5ces (Salem et al, 2023). Those concepts and 
prac5ces, for example, allow tes5ng risky RAI on trus5ng and unsuspec5ng people, causing them harm. 
We thus need a new technological category that captures technologies that are not specifically designed 
as safety systems/technologies, and that recognizes the significant risks inherent to some RAI 
technologies. 

According to their manufacturers’ own classifica5ons, the RAI applica5ons that provide the case studies in 
this paper—automated driving systems and social media algorithms (SMAs)—are not all technically 
classified as safety systems. Auto manufacturers tend to classify their Advanced Driver Assist Systems 
(ADAS), such as lane keep assist and “hands-free driving” systems, as convenience features (Cadillac, 2023; 
Tesla, 2023b), while SMA developers like Facebook describe their placorms as neutral egalitarian content 
hosts (Gillespie, 2010).3 These characteriza5ons obfuscate the risks posed by the underlying technologies. 
Thus, rather than relying on corporate fiat, we need to shiL concep5ons of safety and the prac5ces they 
encompass to ones that are anchored in RAI’s objec5ve safety impacts. 

There is currently no single defini5on of what cons5tutes a “safety-cri5cal” technology. Knight (2002) 
suggests that “safety-cri5cal systems” can been classified in engineering as “systems whose failure might 
endanger human life, lead to substan5al economic loss, or extensive environmental damage” (p. 547). 
However, the scope of this defini5on, if taken as an indica5on of systems about which we ought to be 
par5cularly concerned when designing and deploying them, or governing their tes5ng, limits our aTen5on 
in two problema5c ways. First, it distracts us from the effects a technology might have on people using it 

 
3 Gillespie’s analysis of the term “pla3orm” is useful here. “calling their service a ‘pla3orm’ can be a way not to 
trumpet their role, but to downplay it. . . . In the effort to limit their liability not only to those legal charges by also 
more broadly to the cultural charges of being puerile, frivolous, debased, etc., intermediaries like YouTube need to 
posiDon themselves as just hosDng – empowering all by choosing none” (p. 357). 
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as intended—only failure-related harms are considered. Second, it narrows the category of relevant 
failure-related harms to those that that are physical, economic, or environmental in nature and substan5al 
in effect. A broader defini5on is required if we are to account for a fuller range of harms, including those 
less severe yet worthy of our aTen5on, and those resul5ng from either intended use or failure. 

According to Salem et al. (2022), from “a more general [technical standards] perspec5ve, the term ‘safety’ 
tends to refer to a state in which there is an absence of unreasonable risk” (para. 10), despite there being 
no commonly used defini5on of the term. This gets us closer to a workable defini5on as it hinges on any 
unreasonable risk, thus broadening the defini5on enough to capture any harms that, upon reflec5on, we 
should be concerned with. But “safety” here describes a state of affairs rather than a category of things. 

Hence, a safety-cri5cal technology, as we suggest in our introduc5on, is simply a technology that, when 
used, poses significant risks to people’s physical and/or mental wellbeing.4 A safety-cri5cal technology is 
thus very different from a safety technology or system; safety systems are designed with safety in mind, 
whereas safety-cri5cal technologies pose inherent risks to people’s wellbeing regardless of their designers’ 
inten5on. Borrowing further from Salem et al. (2023), we would want to develop governance mechanisms 
for those safety-cri5cal technologies that expose people to unreasonable risks to their wellbeing. 

SAFETY-CRITICAL RAI IS BEING TESTED IN PUBLIC 

Uber’s Automated Vehicle Pedestrian Fatality 
In 2018 Uber was tes5ng a fleet of fully autonomous test vehicles on Arizona’s public roads. One of those 
vehicles struck and killed Elaine Herzberg, a pedestrian who was crossing the road. The vehicle involved 
was a Volvo XC90, which comes equipped with a standard collision detec5on and emergency braking 
system. Uber’s autonomous driving soLware “saw” Herzberg crossing the street but failed to successfully 
classify her as a pedestrian and ul5mately failed to brake. The safety driver in the vehicle, who was 
distracted, also did not no5ce Herzberg and failed to brake in 5me. Following Herzberg’s death, the safety 
driver was charged with negligent homicide, ul5mately pleading guilty to endangerment (Shepardson, 
2023). Uber was not charged. 

There were many contribu5ng factors to this accident, which marked the first 5me a pedestrian was killed 
by a vehicle driving in autonomous mode, but one is of par5cular relevance to our argument. The resul5ng 
inves5ga5on revealed that Uber had disabled Volvo’s emergency collision detec5on and braking system—
among other standard factory safety systems—to test their own experimental autonomous driving 
soLware on public roads (A5yeh, 2019). Uber’s explana5on for their decision was that they disabled the 
featured to “reduce the poten5al for erra5c vehicle behavior” (Wakabayashi, 2018, para. 6). According to 
then chief research officer at the Insurance Ins5tute for Highway Safety, “I think it's possible that, had the 
system been able to intervene, the fatality may not have occurred” (Ganz, 2018, para. 3). 

Tesla’s Perpetual Automated Driving SoJware Beta TesLng 
A quick glance through the Autopilot and Full Self-Driving sec5ons of the Tesla Model 3 Owner’s Manual 
makes it clear that many, if not all, of those automated driving systems are (and have been for years) 
“beta” versions (Tesla, 2023a). The soLware industry uses the “beta” designa5on to indicate that a piece 
of soLware is almost ready for full commercial release, but that the soLware needs to be tested with a 
large group of users under real use condi5ons (PCMag, 2023). There is an explicit understanding that beta 
soLware is s5ll buggy, and could cause problems, including the loss of data. Since they have been in 

 
4 We narrow our definition here to exclude unreasonable economic and environmental harms only to keep this paper 
manageable. They should also be the subject of governance measures intended to prevent or mitigate them. 
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perpetual “beta” mode since their introduc5on, most of Tesla’s automated driving features are, by 
defini5on, being tested on public roads. 

It is unclear the extent to which Tesla drivers fully appreciate the s5ll-experimental nature of beta version 
soLware, or if they understand the role they are playing in those public tests every 5me they engage those 
systems, or the risks that poses to themselves, other drivers, pedestrians, and other vulnerable road users. 
To be clear, and in contrast to the Uber case described above, evidence suggests those drivers have 
received no formal training how to operate those systems appropriately (Szilagyi et al., 2023). According 
to recently released data, Tesla’s automated driving systems have been implicated in “736 crashes since 
2019, including 17 fatali5es” (Blanco, 2023, para. 2). The Na5onal Highway Traffic Safety Administra5on 
(NHTSA) has automated driving incident data indica5ng that of the 807 reported automa5on-related 
crashes, almost all involved Teslas—Subaru coming in second with 23 (Blanco, 2023). 

Facebook’s EmoLonal Contagion Study 
In 2014, researchers at Cornell University published a study 5tled “Experimental evidence of massive-scale 
emo5onal contagion through social networks,” which used data from one of Facebook’s massive 
(N=689,003) emo5onal manipula5on experiments. The experiment manipulated the degree to which 
users were exposed to posi5ve and nega5ve expressions on their news feed by reducing the number of 
posi5ve posts on user’s news feeds in one group, and the number of nega5ve posts on users’ news feeds 
in a second group. Based on an analysis of the affec5ve content in users’ posts aLer the parallel 
experiments were conducted, Kramer et al. (2014) propose that posi5ve and nega5ve emo5onal states 
can be “transferred” based on text-based computer-mediated communica5on. In other words, they 
suggest that emo5onal states can be induced by social media feeds and their algorithms. 

When cri5cism was levied against the researchers and Facebook for their data collec5on prac5ces in this 
study, the authors claimed that Facebook’s Data Use Policy, which users were required to agree to prior to 
crea5ng their accounts, cons5tuted informed consent for emo5onal manipula5on experiments. This claim 
has been challenged by Flick (2016) who argued that the study neglected to obtain informed consent from 
par5cipants, proposing that Responsible Research and Innova5on frameworks (RRI) could provide the 
groundwork for bridging the ethical oversight gap between university and industry research. 

Instagram’s SLcky Harms 
In 2021 whistleblower Francis Haugen released internal documents to The Wall Street Journal 
demonstra5ng that Meta’s internal research had established a correla5on between Instagram use and 
nega5ve mental health impacts among teenage users (Wells et al., 2021). Meta had been studying the 
impact of their product since 2019 and, according to their own internal documents, which had been kept 
secret, “thirty-two per cent of teen girls said that when they felt bad about their bodies, Instagram made 
them feel worse” (Wells et al., 2021, para. 5). According to Gayle (2021), 

Among the most concerning findings was that among users who reported suicidal thoughts, 13% in the 
UK and 6% in the US traced them back to Instagram. Another transatlan5c study found more than 40% of 
Instagram users who reported feeling “unaTrac5ve” said the feeling began on the app; about a quarter of 
the teenagers who reported feeling “not good enough” said it started on Instagram. (para. 9) 

Evidence suggests that social media use leads to an increase in mental illness and mental harms in young 
users—an increase in body dysmorphia, body dissa5sfac5on, anxiety, depression, and ea5ng disorders. 
Although spanning gender iden55es, these harms did arise most significantly in female-iden5fying youth 
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(Kelly et al., 2018).5 In short, social media placorms, and the AI that powers them at scale, are known to 
cause harms that have proved to be at 5mes extreme, long-las5ng, and poten5ally fatal for individual users 
(Holland & Tiggemann, 2016). 

The AI at the heart of social media placorms, which decides which informa5on to serve to each user, has 
long been known to cause other harms. Algorithmic bias has been studied in depth by Noble (2018) and 
Benjamin (2019), who have shown that algorithmic bias leads to an increase in racialized and gender-
based harms. Filter bubbles and echo chambers have featured predominantly in academic discourse 
regarding online poli5cal and democra5c harms, with varying degrees of consensus over both phenomena 
(Bozdag & van den Hoven, 2015).6 However, the impact of streamlined algorithmic feeds, filter bubbles, 
and echo chambers on more vulnerable youth popula5ons cannot be ignored.7 Furthermore, these 
placorms are inten5onally designed to be addic5ve, deploying sophis5cated psychological manipula5on 
tac5cs (such as the emo5onal contagion study described above) to achieve that effect (Schwär, 2021), thus 
compounding the harms by making them “s5cky”. Social media placorms’ addic5ve quality has been 
compared to that of addic5ve painkillers as it operates on similar neural mechanisms (Schwär, 2021). 

What Do We Owe the Subjects of Safety-CriLcal RAI TesLng? 
As described above, tes5ng safety-cri5cal RAI in public puts not only the direct users at risk, but also poses 
risks to a large body of indirect users. In addi5on to vehicle occupants, automated vehicle tes5ng on public 
roads puts other drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, and other vulnerable road users in harm’s way. We are also 
beginning to understand how SMAs impact not only those feeding and consuming the SMA ecosystem, 
but addi5onally impact the poli5cal and social landscape, resul5ng in popula5on-level risks. Social media 
placorms can no longer be treated as neutral placorms, because we know they create a novel informa5on 
ecosystem that has been shown to impact elec5ons, erode democracy, and provide the framework for the 
promulga5on of hate groups (Benjamin, 2019; Frenkel et al., 2018; O’Neil, 2016; Noble, 2018). As more 
RAI applica5ons are deployed and tested in public at scale, we are pressed to recognize how allowing those 
prac5ces is simply inconsistent with our ethical posture toward tes5ng other safety-cri5cal technologies, 
such as pharmaceu5cals. The upshot is that safety-cri5cal RAI test subjects—most of whom do not 
understand their role as such—who we find at elevated risk due to their being subjected to public tes5ng, 
deserve protec5ons. 

REGULATING HARMS 

Generally, in both Canada and the United States, harmful substances and products are regulated by law, 
predicated on reducing harm to the public. A brief glance at the regula5on of harmful products in both 
Canada and the United States, including tobacco, alcohol, cannabis, narco5cs, and medica5ons, provides 

 
5 This analysis of the UK Millennium Cohort study associated similar health issues between boys and girls, with 
female-idenDfying respondents reporDng larger symptoms. This study also linked extended periods of use with an 
increase in mental health symptoms. 
6 Bozdag & van den Hoven (2015) suggest that filter bubbles limit freedom of choice, minimize the crucial pool of 
informaDon required for deliberaDve democracy, limit access to diverse thought, and block reliable channels of 
informaDon; alternaDvely, see Axel Burns (2019) challenges the usefulness and accuracy of this work, arguing that 
the concept of the filter bubble and its capDvaDon has only redirected scholarly a^enDon away from more pressing 
topics. 
7 Consider the study conducted by Fardouly et al. (2018) in which increased social media use and more specifically 
an increase in the frequency of viewing fitspiraDon images on social media is suggested to be linked with an 
increase in body dissaDsfacDon and self-objecDficaDon. Fardouly et al. (2018) supports the study by Tiggemann and 
Zaccardo (2015), which found that fitspiraDon images on Instagram increased body dissaDsfacDon and negaDve 
moods among young women. 
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a par5al, but useful, conceptual founda5on for understanding where some of the lines are currently drawn 
between technologies that are heavily regulated, and those that are not. It also helps to understand what 
considera5ons are relevant when considering whether addi5onal classifica5on and regula5on is needed 
for RAI systems posing similar harms. 

Tobacco, considered by the World Health Organiza5on [WHO] to be the “leading cause of death, illness 
and impoverishment” (WHO, 2021a) and linked to the deaths of half its users, with more than 8 million 
deaths aTributed to the substance, is regulated by the Tobacco and Vaping Products Act in Canada, which 
regulates the manufacturing, sale, labelling and promo5on of all tobacco products. This legisla5on limits 
nico5ne concentra5on (20mg/mL in vaping products), bans flavouring and sweeteners, energy and vitality 
substances, and colouring (Tobacco and Vaping Products Act, SC 1997, c 13). Access is also regulated: 
tobacco products can only be sold to individuals over the age of 19 (Tobacco and Vaping Products Act, SC 
1997, c 13). In the United States, tobacco products are regulated by the Food and Drug Administra5on 
(FDA) which restricts the manufacturing, distribu5on, and marke5ng of all tobacco products (Family 
Smoking Preven5on and Tobacco Control Act, 2009). Alcohol is known to cause similar harms since alcohol 
consump5on has been associated with 3 million deaths yearly, a range of mental and behavioural disorders 
and injuries, incidence of infec5on diseases, and social and economic loses at both the individual and the 
societal level (WHO, 2018). While alcohol legisla5on in Canada varies from province to province (like 
tobacco regula5ons), alcohol regula5ons in Canada include labelling and packaging requirements, 
laboratory tes5ng, pricing baselines, regulated sales and distribu5on, marke5ng, promo5on and sales 
requirements and limita5ons, and licensing requirements. Regula5on of alcohol in the United States is 
largely state dependent; individual states largely set the manufacturing standards, the regula5ons for the 
sale and promo5on of alcohol, and are responsible for managing alcohol-related problems. 

Similar harms arise in the examina5on of cannabis use: memory, aTen5on, and coordina5on are impacted, 
and may be impacted for up to 24 hours aLer consump5on; acute health effects include impairment of 
cogni5ve development and impairment of psychomotor performance; chronic health effects include 
impairment of cogni5ve func5on, cannabis dependence, exacerbated symptoms of schizophrenia, and 
physical damage to the mouth, throat, lungs, and pulmonary system, including an increased risk of chronic 
bronchi5s (WHO, 2016). Despite legaliza5on of cannabis in Canada in 2018, there remains strict laws in 
Canada which regulate the sale, distribu5on, access, promo5on, packaging, labelling, and display of 
cannabis. The minimum age for cannabis use is 18, with restric5ons on the amount of cannabis an 
individual person is allowed to possess in public. The packaging and promo5on of cannabis is also 
regulated similarly to tobacco. In the United States, the control and legality of cannabis varies, with 
regula5on ranging from complete legaliza5on in states such as California and Vermont to fully illegal in 
states such as South Carolina, Kansas, Wyoming, and Idaho. 

Lastly, opioids and related pharmaceu5cals have been implicated in 500,000 deaths worldwide, with 
approximately 36.3 million people iden5fied with a substance use disorder in 2019 (WHO 2021b). The risk 
of overdose is high, and while recovery from addic5on is possible, the WHO es5mates that only about 10% 
of those with a substance use disorder receive treatment (WHO, 2021b). For all pharmaceu5cal 
produc5on, interna5onal norms and standards for the produc5on of pharmaceu5cals are developed 
through an expert collabora5on between the WHO Expert Advisory Panel on the Interna5onal 
Pharmacopoeia and Pharmaceu5cal Prepara5ons and various interna5onal and na5onal health 
authori5es including regulatory authori5es, health agencies, industry specialists, na5onal ins5tu5ons, and 
nongovernmental organiza5ons (WHO, n.d.). 
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With this brief overview of harmful product regula5on in both Canada and the United States, we observe 
that only some harmful products and some kinds of harms are regulated. Perhaps the boundaries of the 
regula5on of harms are more concretely illustrated by considering the lack of regula5on for so-called “low-
risk products,” which are subject to liTle or no regula5on because they are not shown to be harmful. Under 
current US FDA regula5ons, health related products—intended to diagnose, cure, mi5gate, prevent, or 
treat disease or condi5ons—are regulated by Federal Food, Drug, and Cosme5c Act, while general wellness 
products that are simply intended to promote a healthy lifestyle are considered low-risk, and are therefore 
not subject to the same rules (Federal Food, Drug, and Cosme5c Act, 2022; FDA, 2019). For example, 
manufacturers of low-risk products are not required to adhere to registra5on, lis5ng, and premarket 
no5fica5on requirements, labelling requirements, manufacturing requirements, or Medical Device 
Repor5ng requirements (FDA, 2019). The FDA’s Centre for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) defines 
these products by two quali5es: products that “(1) are intended for only general wellness use, as defined 
by their guidance, and (2) products which present a low risk to the safety of users and other persons” 
(FDA, 2019, p. 2). If the product is shown to be invasive, intended to be implanted, or “involves an 
interven5on or technology that may pose a risk to the safety of users and other persons if specific 
regulatory controls are not applied” (FDA, 2019, p. 5), the product does not meet the threshold to qualify 
as low-risk. 

According to the current FDA recommenda5on, the decision whether to consider an RAI applica5on low- 
or high-risk, and thus, the extent to which it ought to be regulated, hinges on a determina5on of the nature 
of its “risk to the safety of users and other persons” (FDA, 2019, p. 2). 

What can be said of the risks associated with safety-cri5cal RAI as described above? None of those harms 
would be considered mere inconveniences; the various RAI harms described above, if considered side-
effects of using the technology, are severe. 

PRINCIPLES FOR TESTING SAFETY-CRITICAL AI SYSTEMS  

Even if we choose to classify safety-cri5cal RAI as low-risk, thus deeming them outside the scope of exis5ng 
regulatory scru5ny, it is undeniable that they can pose significant or elevated risks when tested at scale in 
public. It is therefore reasonable to develop and apply a framework consis5ng of principles to mi5gate 
those risks. At this 5me, there are no regulatory bodies for SMA tes5ng and the regula5ons governing 
automated driving systems are quite limited. Within the medical and pharmaceu5cal industries, governing 
bodies include university ethics boards, publishing ethics boards, funding ethics boards, professional 
prac5ce bodies, and government oversight commiTees. There are regula5ons which guide tes5ng 
prac5ces, including informed consent, post-trial responsibili5es, the provision of standard of care, and 
adverse event repor5ng. Addi5onally, Health Canada provides some regula5on of medical devices sold in 
Canada through its mandate to ensure product safety and efficacy (Da Silva et al., 2022). As we described 
above, the regula5on of harmful substances (i.e. molecular technologies) stems from the risks and 
associated harms those technologies pose to the public. We have described how RAI—automated driving 
systems and social media algorithms—pose similar risks and associated harms. Yet, we consider it 
unthinkable to test molecular technologies in public, and so impose strict restric5ons on how that tes5ng 
ought to be appropriately conducted, while we allow rela5vely unfeTered tes5ng of RAI on trus5ng and 
unsuspec5ng publics. 

To address this asymmetry and the mi5gate poten5al harms, we propose a basic ethical framework for 
tes5ng safety-cri5cal RAI systems in public. Our proposed framework borrows three well-established 
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principles from bioethics and pharmaceu5cal tes5ng which, if adapted appropriately to RAI tes5ng 
prac5ces, can improve public safety. The three principles are informed consent, the provision of standard 
of care, and adverse event repor5ng. 

Informed Consent 
The Nuremburg Code (1947) was established in reac5on to the abusive medical procedures performed by 
Nazi physicians on prisoners in concentra5on camps in World War II. As an interna5onal statement of 
principles meant to govern all medical research on human beings, it s5pulates that “the voluntary consent 
of the human subject is absolutely essen5al” (Nuremburg Code, 1947, para. 2). This means that the person 
involved should have the legal “capacity to give consent; should be situated as to be able to exercise the 
free power of choice… and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the elements of the 
subject maTer involved so as to enable him to make an understanding and enlightened decision” 
(Nuremburg Code, 1947, para. 1).  The necessity of informed consent is predicated upon the general right 
to individual self-determina5on and is instrumentally valuable for protes5ng pa5ent autonomy. For an 
ac5on to be autonomous under Beauchamp and Childress’s (2008) concep5on, which is now 
commonplace in medical prac5ce, the decision only needs to be made with a substan5al degree of 
understa5ng and voluntariness. 

The requirement of informed consent has long been problema5zed within bioethics: at what 5mes can an 
individual be said to be capable of proper consent,8 to what degree can an individual be informed,9 where 
do physician biases impact the delivery of important informa5on,10 and many other situa5ons which arise 
that complicate a researcher’s ability to fully receive “informed consent” from test subjects. Nonetheless, 
the principle of informed consent as it currently is used to guide and shape research (i.e. tes5ng on human 
subjects) provides concrete and clear terms by which researchers must inform their test subjects and 
receive consent. In Canada, the guidelines which govern all federally funded research state that research 
on human subjects cannot be carried out unless free and informed consent is obtained from the 
competent subject before and throughout the research project. 

Informed consent, applied to safety-cri5cal RAI tes5ng (e.g. Meta’s emo5onal contagion experiment) 
would require, at a minimum: informing subjects that they are, indeed, subjects of a technological 
experiment; describing to poten5al subjects the nature and purpose of the test; explaining to poten5al 
subjects that there are foreseeable risks associated with par5cipa5on; and offering them a meaningful 
opportunity to opt-out if they so choose.11 

The Provision of Standard of Care 
It is standard prac5ce in medical research, in line with the Declara5on of Helsinki (1964; 2013), to test new 
interven5ons against best proven interven5ons, with few excep5ons (World Medical Associa5on, 2013). 
This requires that test subjects always be provided the most effec5ve treatment available. A pa5ent 
cannot be denied the exis5ng standard of medical care in favour of tes5ng a novel interven5on, unless 

 
8 Consider the cases of children desiring medical care without parental consent or the state-of-mind of a late-stage 
Alzheimer’s paDent. 
9 Challenges arise here where most paDents do not have the educaDon to fully comprehend diagnosis or treatment 
opDons. 
10 Consider the difference between the informaDon a physician in support of aborDon or MAID might provide a 
paDent vs. the informaDon a physician opposed to aborDon or MAID might provide. Some have demonstrated that 
it is unfair or even impossible to have a physician provide unbiased/poliDcally neutral informaDon to their paDents.  
11 We note that the language typically contained in today’s end user licensing agreements would not saDsfy 
informed consent requirements. 
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"available evidence suggests that the interven5on will be at least as advantageous, in the light of 
foreseeable risks and benefits, as any established effec5ve alterna5ve” (Council for Interna5onal 
Organiza5ons of Medical Sciences, 2016, p. 9). Studies must be conducted in such a way as to benefit the 
scien5fic community without “delaying or withholding established effec5ve interven5ons from 
par5cipants” (Council for Interna5onal Organiza5ons of Medical Sciences, 2016, p. 15). This regularly 
poses challenges to the advancement of medical knowledge, and at 5mes requires trials to be put on hold, 
even indefinitely. Nonetheless, the research community upholds that, except under excep5onal 
circumstances, test subjects must receive the most effec5ve standard care available, regardless of the 
poten5al benefit of the experimental interven5on. 

We can see how this principle applies to tes5ng safety-cri5cal RAI in public using Uber’s pedestrian fatality 
as an example. Volvo’s collision detec5on and emergency braking system was the “standard of care” in 
that driving context. Uber disabled it, thus subjec5ng its human par5cipants—the other drivers, 
pedestrians, cyclists, other vulnerable road users, and ul5mately Elaine Herzberg—to an experimental 
system. Elaine Herzberg was the vic5m of a technological experiment gone bad. Regardless of the 
difficul5es Uber or Tesla might experience bringing their automated vehicles to market, those test subjects 
should be afforded the benefits of exis5ng, validated, vehicle safety features. 

Robust Adverse Event ReporLng 
Market Authoriza5on Holders (MAHs) are required to report serious adverse reac5ons (expected and 
unexpected) which involve their marketed health products in accordance with the Food and Drugs Act and 
its regula5ons. Adverse reac5ons are characterized by the fact that a causal rela5onship between the drug 
and the occurrence is suspected. In the regula5ons, serious adverse reac5ons are defined as noxious, 
unintended responses to a drug that occurs at any dose and that result in “in-pa5ent hospitaliza5on or 
prolonga5on of exis5ng hospitaliza5on, causes congenital malforma5on, results in persistent or significant 
disability or incapacity, is life-threatening or results in death” (Food and Drug Regula+ons, 2023, sec5on 
C.05.001). In prac5ce, all manner of side effects are reported to possible consumers, including some very 
minor, possibly unno5ceable side effects like dry mouth or itchy skin. 

Meanwhile, despite evidence and knowledge of risks, RAI producers are not required to warn users of 
them. These RAI “side-effects” include those described in context of automated vehicles above, as well as 
those we have discussed that are associated with the use of Instagram and other social media placorms. 
There are more. Drivers using automated or driver assist systems might find their inaTen5on (e.g. eyes-
off-road) increasing by 33%, and they might stop paying aTen5on to the road for upwards of 45 seconds 
at a 5me (Llaneras et al., 2013; Gaspar & Carney, 2019). 

How might the standard of adverse event repor5ng be included in the tes5ng and release of new safety-
cri5cal RAI applica5ons? One possibility is to use adverse event repor5ng as the basis of industry standards 
to halt tes5ng if harms exceed minimal agreed-to thresholds. Another would be to provide publicly 
available data on the side effects of using a par5cular RAI applica5on to underwrite robust informed 
consent prac5ces. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We began this paper reflec5ng on the strength of our collec5ve convic5ons for applying principles when 
tes5ng some safety-cri5cal technologies for public consump5on. In the depths of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we held to principles that slowed the development and rollout of vaccines to ensure their safety. Those 
principles are predicated upon a general understanding that the use of certain technologies poses 
significant risks to people's physical and/or mental health. We do not apply those principles evenly across 
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technological domains—as we have described, safety-cri5cal robo5cs and AI technologies are regularly 
tested in public, exposing trus5ng and unsuspec5ng people to significant risks. 

Established ethical tes5ng prac5ces have historically helped mi5gate harms, so we have proposed applying 
three of the guiding principles common to those prac5ces—informed consent, the provision of standard 
of care, and robust adverse event repor5ng—to inform the tes5ng of safety-cri5cal RAI. We have not 
specified the means by which to apply, or enforce, those principles; they could be applied as industry best-
prac5ces, standards, or required by law. We recommend them here because they are purpose-built to 
protect against the very harms that have and con5nue to threaten people exposed to the public tes5ng of 
RAI, which we know to be risky. 

Our argument is not intended to develop overly cumbersome tes5ng requirements, but instead offer tried 
and tested means of ensuring public safety in cases where the prac5cal development of technologies 
requires tes5ng in public. By adop5ng the core principles of informed consent, the provision of standard 
of care, and adverse event repor5ng, and demonstra5ng their possible applica5ons in the tes5ng of RAI, 
we have offered three possible means by which industry can meet the necessary tes5ng requirements for 
expedient development while mee5ng safety and ethical standards that would warrant public trust. Thus, 
we hope to have outlined reasonable and prac5cal means for achieving these worthy goals.  
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